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Life

Serving Mobile & Manufactured
Housing Communities in California

Our Address:
P.O. Box 3774, Chatsworth,
CA 91313
Phone: (818) 886-6479
Happy 2015. We are blessed to announce this year brings new hope for the
state of advocacy in California, for you and for MH Life Magazine. This issue,
unlike others, will be devoted to one subject, i.e. UNITY. It may just be a word
to you, but we believe 2015 brings us the breakthrough we’ve been looking for,
now for over 12 years.
So much is broken today. There was a recent TV program, the Ivory Tower,
showing how the system of upper education is broken. Tuition is skyrocketing,
pricing many young, bright students out of the chance for more knowledge. The
government is grid locked. Corporations are lying about their products, some
result in consumer deaths, all to protect their bottom line. And our advocacy in
California has been broken for years.
Over the years we’ve written countless articles demonstrating the importance
of unity. Did anything change? NO! Those with power and control will do
anything to maintain the status quo. What is required is a new, dramatic
direction. Today you have the power to change the status quo. Today you have
a say and advocates have to listen. Today is your day! Carpe diem (seize the
day!).
Would you support a plan, we mean really support it, that gets all advocates
working together, sharing information, brainstorming problems, talking
with each other, without the usual bad-mouthing, back stabbing, fighting for
members, being divisive, or the usual politics?
Would you trust MH Life Magazine enough, without asking us one question
about the plan, to pony up some money? Would you sit down right now and
write a check, yes write a check for $25 to support the plan? Because that’s what
it will take!

And we ask one more thing. From this time on, Do Not send money to any other advocate.
Not to GSMOL, not to your local group, nor to your park group. This is key. Here is our
reasoning. Money equals power. Without funding, there is no power. We intend to give power
to those who are open, transparent, working together with other advocates. Those who are ethical.
What is our strategy? If we are to change the status quo, we must have the power. The power to
force advocates to work together, network, share, etc. Any advocate that follows the new, simple
guidelines, will receive their fair share of your $25. If they refuse, they are on their own and in
time they will fail without funding.
This magazine is delivered to approximately 20,000 mobile/manufactured homes through out
California. Our reach is growing. Just last week we gained 14 parks in Ventura County with
about 2,000 spaces. Now those residents are part of our Community. We are developing new
approaches to expand our reach into the San Gabriel Valley, Riverside, San Bernardino, Hemet,
the Palm Springs Area, Sacramento and other areas. And just think, we’ve been publishing just
one and one-half years outside the San Fernando Valley. Help us keep this momentum. Be part of
the solution not part of the problem. All it costs you is $25. God Bless and Happy New Year.
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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Where Can You Turn For Help?
We’d guess most MH owners have been involved with one
issue or another as residents in a rental park. Most become
involved when they receive some sort of notice from the park or
see something that doesn’t look right. Some work alone, others
work within a group. Many are just trying to find someone or
something that will help them with their problem. So where do
they turn for help?

The Mobilehome Residency Law
They may read a copy of the Mobilehome Residency Law
(MRL) if they have a copy (parks are not required to automatically hand out the MRL, as of January 2011). They probably
don’t have the Frequently Asked Questions which would be a
better, easier to understand source of information.

What is The Office of the Mobilehome Ombudsman?
Or they might call or write the Ombudsman, not knowing
that the Ombudsman doesn’t handle civil code issues.
The Mobilehome Ombudsman receives and processes
complaints from the public and from public officials related to
living in manufactured homes and mobilehomes. Staff provides
information, coordination, referrals, and other assistance to
help resolve complaints generally related to:
•

The operation of mobilehome parks related to health and
safety matters.

•

The purchase, sale, financing, titling and registration of
manufactured homes and mobilehomes.

•

The installation, inspection, and maintenance or
alteration of manufactured homes, mobilehome
accessory structures, and park grounds.

In some cases the Ombudsman may directly assist in
resolving complaints, however most complaints are forwarded
to the federal, state or local authority having jurisdiction for
their resolution.
The Ombudsman CAN Assist You With Questions Or
Complaints On:

•

Compensation for certain mobilehome and manufactured
home sales for warranty, fraud and misrepresentations.

The Ombudsman CANNOT Assist You With Certain
Other Issues:
•

Unfair or illegal management practices by mobilehome
park management.

•

Rent or fee increases or disputes.

•

Enforcement of the Mobilehome Residency Law civil
matters.

•

Used manufactured home and mobilehome warranty
claims, unless contractual.

In other words, the Ombudsman does not handle Civil Code
issues like problems with managers, rent increases, failure to
maintain, etc.

Other Sources of Help
We’ve even seen residents call the Office of Publications in
Sacramento (they usually refer folks to MH Life).
Sometimes residents rely on their friends and neighbors for
solutions to problems. This, however, can be the blind leading
the blind.
Often their last resort is calling an attorney out of the
phone book, although this is fraught with many pitfalls: most
attorneys don’t know MH law, it costs lots of money, and often
it takes time to resolve problems. For more information, see
our article on attorneys in the October issue of MH Life at
www.mobilehomemagazine.org.

The Current Status of Advocacy
Here are some facts on advocacy in California.
•

There is little or no organization

•

The large majority of groups do not work together, i.e.
no sharing, no brainstorming, no networking.

•

Some groups accomplish very little and don’t even
display how you can contact them.

•

Mobilehome park health and safety issues such as unsafe
electrical, sewer, gas or water systems.

•

•

Manufactured home unlawful or unfair sales practices
by dealers or salespersons, some private parties, escrow
companies, and unlicensed persons.

Less than 5% of MH owners belong to any group or
have any connection with any advocate.

•

Most MH owners have little knowledge of MH laws

•

New manufactured home warranty, sales contract, and
installation issues.

•

There is considerable apathy among MH owners.

•

Mobilehome Residency Law copies and information only
on where to obtain assistance for lease, management, or
rent disputes.

•

Manufactured home owner title, registration, fees,
alteration, repair and sales information.
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What Do You Think About Advocates?
Are you happy with your advocates? Do you think they are
doing a good job to help you? Do you even hear from them?
Do you even know who they are? Do they represent you? We’d
guess most of you would answer NO to all of the above.
Volume 3 Number 1. January 2015

The Unity Plan
This month MH Life will keep it simple (Kiss - Keep It Simple
Stupid). We won’t present reasons why MH owners should
unite. We won’t write about the chaotic state of advocacy and
why it is so difficult for you to find and receive help. After all,
we’ve been writing about these subjects for ten years. We’re sure
your tired reading about it, right? Enough is enough!
This month we are publishing additional details of our Unity
Plan, a plan we introduced with November’s article “Power to
the People.” The Plan will “force” groups to be ethical and work
together. And you have the power to make it happen.

The Unity Plan And Your Advocates
1. Accomplishes what MH owners have wanted and needed
for years. Refer back to our surveys from last year.
2. Gets advocates working together (Strength in Numbers),
to serve and protect you.
3. Motivates all groups to work together, with a common
goal of providing MH owners the best service possible.
4. Eliminates conflict and power struggles.
5. No more fighting for members! No more bad mouthing.
6. All for one and one for all.
7. Means there is an equal division of power (money). No
more all our eggs in one basket.
8. Provides checks and balances
9. It identifies those leaders who are just power hungry and
provides a means to get rid of the bad apples.

Are You On Board?
Let us worry about about the nuts and bolts, that’s what we
do! Focus on what the new plan can accomplish and how it will
benefit you as a MH owner. Keep your eye on the prize. If we
only accomplish one or two points, that’s progress.
We are confident the Unity Plan will work. Trust us! After
all we are the ones who have been providing you the magazine,
essentially FREE. That should mean something to you. No one
else is doing so much for so little.
You are the gasoline that will make the engine run. And the
faster MH owners join, the higher the octane, the faster the
engine will go and the quicker we will meet our goals.

Only You Can Make It Happen
Only you can make this happen. If you like what you read,
making it happen is surprisingly simple. If you really want
positive change, you will get your checkbook out right now and
write a check for $25 and fill out the application on page 15.
That’s all it takes. But it takes everyone getting on board, not
just a handful. Remember, you are the fuel that makes the
Unity engine run. The more that join, the faster they join, and
the sooner they join, the higher the octane of the fuel, the faster
the engine will go and the quicker we will see change and meet
our goals. Isn’t that what you want?
Just one last suggestion, don’t write checks to any other
advocate - your park group, your local group or your state
group. (Don’t worry, they will get funding and continue to
operate.) Let us do the rest. We guarantee results!

Nothing to Lose, Everything to Gain

The Unity Plan Helps MH Owners
1. It gives your power back to you.
2. You would be represented. Every MH owner could be
represented by a park group, a local group, a regional
group and a state group.
3. All MH owner not working for you, you could replace
them.
4. It gets information to all parks and to all residents, not
only those who are members. Remember the sayings,
“Knowledge is Power” and “Strength in Numbers.”
5. Only with everyone working together for a common
cause means there is hope. When MH owners have a
voice and have hope, they tend to be less apathetic.
6. There would be predetermined funding for a lobbyist
7. There would be a legal fund as more join.

Sure, we understand $25 is a lot of money to some, but what
about the millions of dollars being lost by MH owners every
year. Investing $25, now that everyone will work together in
an ethical manner, should be a no brainer. You have nothing to
lose. We ask you let us work on this plan for nine months, just
nine months. Then if in your opinion there is no progress, i.e.
the plan just is not working, simply ask us for a refund. We will
be happy to comply. We don’t want your money for ourselves,
but it is necessary to make the plan work, to push others to be
ethical, open and transparent.
With your support, groups will start signing the Pledge (see
page 7), and working together in an ethical way. Wouldn’t that
be terrific! Just think how much we can accomplish - sharing,
brainstorming, and networking, without all those negative
distractions.
A Membership Application
can be found on page 15. Thank You!
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The Unity Path Works
We have conducted several “reader
surveys’ over the years and the results
are clear. MH owners want advocates
working together, keeping an eye on the
prize, solving problems MH owners face,
without politics or one-up-manship.

Politics
s
Ego

What Works?
Can we at least all agree on what
works? Let’s make a list of actions that
work. (“Actions” is the key word.) It takes
everyone participating in the process,
whether its a few minutes and pennies a
day or working 24/7.

Selfish

Unity
Division

These Work!

Fighting

Teamwork
Unity
Sharing
Communication
Networking
Brainstorming
Transparency
Enabling MH Owners
MH Owner’s Being Active
Information

Discord

Education

Advocacy in Chaos
We have written many times over the years about the chaotic
state of advocacy in California. Today, almost all advocates
are on the wrong path; however, with a little effort and your
support, we can make this a new day and get advocates on the
right path.

Many Paths
The backpacker in the cartoon represents each of your
advocates. Each has many different options of paths to take;
however only one path, the Unity path, best serves you, the
California MH owner.
Other paths lead to politics, egos, divisiveness, dissension,
selfish behavior and bad-mouthing, i.e. all counter to Strength
in Numbers and helping you!
Advocates should be focused on what works (table above)
and also be trustworthy, transparent, open and focused on one
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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priority, namely helping you, the MH owner. (Most are not.)
The Unity path plan gets advocates working together, sharing,
communicating, networking, and brainstorming, i.e. Strength
in Numbers. The only way to go!

Making It Happen
So how do we get advocates working together, without the
usual politics, in fighting, divisiveness, and dissension? Do all
these groups have to reorganize? Do they have to stop working
for you? Do they have to change their Bylaws? What do they
have to do to follow the Unity Path?
Why hasn’t something like the Unity Plan been undertaken
before? After all, it will accomplish so much for you, the MH
owner (see benefits in KISS article).
Do we have a way to bring them together, so all groups are
working together, i.e. communicating, sharing, networking,
brainstorming, etc. Yes we do. Read “The Pledge” on page 7.
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The Pledge
After all the years of essentially doing the same thing, is the
Unity Plan realistic and how on earth can we make it happen?
If it is so great, why has it taken so long to be introduced. It’s
obvious such a plan would certainly benefit MH owners. That’s
what MH owners want and need.

Your Leaders Don’t Want Change
The answer is simple. Your leaders haven’t wanted change.
Why would they brainstorm ways to change? Do you actually
think they would give up their power and control to better
protect you? Think again.
In our opinion, no one wanted to find a better way because
those getting your money have the power and will do anything
to maintain the status quo. They simply don’t want change.
After all, they can take their paid weekend retreats, bask in the
glory their leadership brings, spend your money any way they
want and not be accountable, even to their members.
But what about MH owners? Today you have no vote, no
say, you don’t elect your leaders, and you have no input as to
how they spend your money or what they do. All you can do is
blindly follow and hope they will do the right thing. A handful
of folks have complete control. Isn’t there a better way? Yes,
there is!
Here is another reason why nothing has changed. Up to now,
no one has taken the time or had the energy to reinvent a better
mouse trap. Not until now. Remember, we
have said MH Life Magazine isn’t just another
pretty face, we pride ourselves on thinking
outside the box. And this time we think we’ve
hit a home run! And you are the game winner.

The Pledge

The Pledge is the key to the Unity Plan. If every advocate and
advocacy group would sign and abide by it, this would be a red
letter day for MH owners. Here is the Pledge:
1. Pledge to be open and transparent.
2. Pledge to publish financial and membership reports at
least twice a year.
3. Pledge to have at least quarterly meetings. Meetings may
be via the internet if necessary.
4. Pledge to work, share, network, brainstorm and
communicate with all others in our state-wide
community.
5. Pledge to be responsive, i.e. respond within 24 hours to
emails, or phone calls, and within 7 days to letters.
6. Pledge to be accountable for their actions.
7. Pledge to support the new Unity Plan and support the
new state-wide group.

Is The Pledge Reasonable
We feel the Pledge is very reasonable, don’t you? Isn’t this
what you would like to see your advocates doing? We think
so. We at MH Life are dedicated to helping MH owners so we
signed the Pledge without hesitation.

Advocacy Starts With Trust
Advocacy starts with trust. No trust equals
no advocacy. If you research how non-profits
usually run, you will find most follow a code.
MH Life and The Voice, over the last ten
years, have suggested a code for advocates in
California. We even suggested a Code at
the first GSMOL/COMO-CAL summit in
Sacramento with Christine Minnehan and
Brian Augusta, GSMOL’s lobbyists at the time.
Christine felt a code was important. Unfortunately it never happened.
Let’s make one thing clear. We are not telling
anyone what to do. We are simply suggesting
what works and what doesn’t work. For those
really wanting to serve you, we feel the Unity
path is a no brainer. They should jump at the
opportunity to be open and transparent, unless
they have something to hide.
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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Distribution of Funds
So now we have a Path, a Plan, and a Pledge. If we can get
advocates on the same Page, it will be a red letter day. So that’s
the $64,000 question, how do we make this happen?

Money Makes The World Go Around
Step back and think about it. What do all groups fight for?
They fight for members. Members equal money and without
money groups simply can’t operate.
Right now every group, large and small, fights for their share
of the pie (members equal money, money equals power). We
feel this leads to the very situation MH owners are trying to
avoid: divisiveness, dissension, conflict, politics, bad-mouthing, etc. And when MH owners feel they also have no voice,
they are reluctant to participate. All this leads to apathy. Today
MH owners are more apathetic than ever.

Ok, we’re suggesting the creation of a new state-wide group
that everyone would join. Isn’t that essentially what we have
today? Isn’t that putting all our eggs in one basket? No, far from
it. The solution simply is to divide the money equally between
advocates, making sure there is a division of power. Everyone
has an “equal” share of money, enough money to operate and
serve MH owners. And the state group will only keep a small
portion of money to function, i.e. it will not be “all powerful.”
The new group will sign the Pledge and abide by the Pledge
And it’s task (Directive) is to:
1. Administer the Pledge to all other advocacy groups.
2. Fund those groups taking the Pledge.
3. Accept member dues and donations.
4. Keep accurate records of all income and expenses.

Regress A Minute
Let’s regress a minute. Many of us, as we grow older, begin to
be more concerned with health issues. One concern is cancer.
Some cancer treatments involve cutting the blood supply to the
tumor in order to kill it. The same approach can be used with
advocates, though not literally. Of course, we don’t want to kill
them, we just want them to follow the Unity Path, sign The
Pledge and start working ethically and together with others.
Now remember, they will all kick and scream because hey don’t
want to lose their power. They want to maintain the status quo
at any cost. But we all know the status quo isn’t serving you.

Carrot And Stick
We suggest a carrot and stick approach. The blood supply
that keeps advocates operating is money. If we cut off their
funds, they won’t be able to continue. If they refuse to follow
the Path, i.e. sign the Pledge, then we will not fund them. If
they follow the Path, i.e. sign the Pledge, we will fund them.
Simple as that. Money is the key and you hold it.

You Hold The Key
Our entire strategy revolves around you. It requires you to
only fund (join) the new state-wide group and immediately
stop funding all other groups. This will pressure others to sign
the Pledge. Without this pressure, nothing will change.
For example, when an advocate signs the Pledge and agrees to
abide by it, then they will reap the benefits. Not only will they
be funded by the state group, but their members will appreciate
their new openness and honesty. And we are sure they will be
praised for their accomplishments while working with others.
It is the only way to go!
Remember, unless they want to hide something, we feel
signing the Pledge is an opportunity for all advocates.
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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5. Keep accurate records of members information.
6. Be a check and balance to make sure groups abide by
the Pledge.
7. Fund groups based on a pre-determined fair share of the
pie.

Dividing The Pie
Actually dividing the pie can be a relatively straight forward
process. The big expenses are pretty easy to estimate: the
lobbyist, a legal fund, a way to communicate.
So how many “mouths” are there to feed? Let’s list the
different kinds of groups:
•

the park group, HOA, Chapter, or resident association

•

the local group (Sonoma, San Marcos, Santee, etc)

•

the regional group (Greater San Diego, San Jose, etc)

•

the state-wide group

Of course, this arrangement is patterned after the Regional
Organization plan suggested by MH Life Magazine in its Power
to the People article in November.
The cost to operate the four group types is another matter,
but it should be relatively low. What expenses do the four
groups have? Printing flyers or newsletters? What else? See
page E for more info.

Other Mouths To Feed
Besides the four group types, what do MH owners need that
requires money? Let’s make a list:
•

a lobbyist in Sacramento

•

a legal fund (piece of the pie and use to be determined)

•

a way to communicate, i.e. MH Life
Volume 3 Number 1. January 2015

The Players
The State-Wide Group
The Plan requires a new state-wide group be formed to carry
out the Directive detailed in the previous article. One option is
to reactivate The Coalition of Mobilehome Owners - California
(COMO-CAL). COMO-CAL was incorporated October 13,
2004, Corporation # C2682586. It was active between 2005 and
the end of 2011. A decision was made to inactivate COMO-CAL
in lieu of running Mobilehome Magazine full time and reaching
many more MH owners. To facilitate this, COMO-CAL refunded
monies to its members and discontinued taking memberships.
Today COMO-CAL has no members and no assets; however
it is still a viable non-profit 501(c)3. COMO-CAL has a bank
account and a board of directors and it is ready to serve as the
new state-wide organization and to make the reorganization plan
a reality.
The Bylaws of COMO-CAL are being modified to reflect its
new role: a) It will execute The Directive making sure advocates
have signed and abide by the new Pledge before receiving funding,
b) It will provide checks and balances, c) It will keep an accounting
of all members, their contact information, their membership
fees and donations, and the disbursement of funds, d) It will
communicate directly with all groups, and e) It will use MH Life
magazine to provide financial and membership updates, i.e. how
many joined, plus income and expenses for the quarter.

Who Will Run COMO-CAL
For now, Frank Wodley, Rose Rosales and Ella Clark are
the COMO-CAL Board of Directors (BOD). As Regional
Organizations(RO) are formed, each RO will have one seat on
the board. This way everyone will eventually be represented.
Remember, COMO-CAL has a Directive and it can’t deviate from
that, no matter who sits on the BOD.

All Organizations
All organizations will be required to sign and abide by the
Pledge. These organizations will promote the Unity Plan and
membership in COMO-CAL. COMO-CAL will fund according
to the formula in this article.

Regional Organizations
We are just starting to form Regional Organizations. There is
now one for greater Los Angeles. Each Regional Organization
will promote teamwork, sharing, and communication between
all local and park groups in a region. Each will use MH Life
Magazine to provide updates.

Local Organizations
There are many well established Local Organizations. They will
receive funding from COMO-CAL as soon as they sign and abide
by the Pledge. We would like to see them unite the parks in their
local area and get everyone on board with the Unity Plan. What
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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they do about local issues and how they do it is entirely up to
them, but they will be accountable.

Park Organizations
Park organizations, including GSMOL chapters, must
sign and abide by the Pledge also if they are to be funded by
COMO-CAL. For your information, GSMOL chapters receive
essentially no funding from GSMOL.

Funding For Advocate Groups
Initially the division of each $25 membership might look like
this; however it can be tweaked as time goes on to provide the
most effective division of funds. The goal is to provide enough
money so each entity can do its job.

Advocate Group

Money
Allocated

Park group

$4

Local group

$5

Regional group

$2

COMO-CAL

$2

Lobbyist / Legal

$5

MH Life Magazine

$7

Funding Stays Local
If you join COMO-CAL, your park, your local group and
your regional group will receive funding, not a group on the
other side of the state, i.e. your membership will directly fund
those who are directly helping you.

Use of MH Life Magazine
MH Life Magazine will be available for COMO-CAL,
Regional and Local groups to use, every month if necessary, in
order to keep the MH Community updated. Since there will
be so many park groups, they will publish (MH Life Magazine
may offer this service) their own newsletter each month, which
can be inserted into MH Life Magazine.

COMO-CAL, Not An End in Itself
Unlike the state group of today, COMO-CAL is not an end in
itself. Your membership dues will not stay with COMO-CAL.
COMO-CAL is simply a means to get all advocates working
together, networking, brainstorming, sharing with each other,
operating ethically, being open and transparent, publishing
financial and membership reports, etc. COMO-CAL provides
checks and balances to see your advocates are working hard for
you! You deserve no less.
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A Journey Begins With One Step
Since the magazine became a reality, we’ve always said its the
peoples magazine. What do we mean? We provide the magazine
for your use and your benefit. The magazine serves an extremely
important function: to educate, to inform, to network and to
unite the MH Community. And the magazine has indeed been a
success. We certainly have a lot of “followers.” And we appreciate
your support. Together we are making a difference.
Now we have a plan whereby every MH owner can take their
power back. We want you to have a say, to have a voice, and to
be represented. Your voice, via our surveys, has demonstrated that
you want your advocates working together to fight for you, rather
than fighting amongst themselves.

Why Do It?
This is not just about you. It is about the 750,000 that
occupy mobile/manufactured homes in California. It is about
your heirs, your children and perhaps their children. Taking
the right path today will have an effect for generations to come.

You Have a Two Choices
Choice #1: Continue the status quo by supporting the advocate
you have supported in the past. Blindly follow their lead and hope
they do the right thing for you. We know they have not signed
the Pledge and will not abide by it. We know they won’t work with
other advocates, won’t be open and transparent, and won’t provide
financial and membership reports, etc. It hasn’t worked in the past
and isn’t working today. Or
Choice #2: Support COMO-CAL, the only state group that:
1.

Has signed and will abide by the pledge. That means it:
•

Pledges to be open and transparent.

•

Pledges to publish financial and membership reports
at least twice a year.

•

Pledges to have at least quarterly meetings. Meetings
may be via the internet if necessary.

•

Pledges to share, network, brainstorm and
communicate with all others in our state-wide
community

•

Pledges to be responsive, i.e. respond within 24
hours to communication (email, or phone call).
Pledge to respond to letters within 7 days.

•

Pledges to be accountable for its actions.

2.

Has a directive to fund other groups that sign and abide by
the pledge, i.e. works to get others on board the Unity Plan

3.

Provides MH Life Magazine (via USPS if necessary) even if
you live in Timbuktu.

4.

Provides you a copy of the FAQ Handbook, a must for all
MH owners (a $6 value).

5.

It will do all this for just $2/year! Such a bargain. The
balance of your membership, $23, goes to other groups

Manufactured-Home Life - California
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working for you.

What Can You Do?
Support our plan by:
•

Sending COMO-CAL a check for $25. Make it out to
COMO-CAL. Use the Application on page 15.

•

Volunteer to help run a Regional Organization in your area
or to start a park group if you don’t have one.

•

Do not send any money (donation or membership fee) to
any other group (we will do it for you when they sign the
Pledge).

Some Questions & Answers
Question: Does this mean COMO-CAL is doing everything,
including lobbying?
Answer: Hardly. COMO-CAL will have a Directive to:
a) Administer the Pledge to bring ethics back into advocacy.
b) Groups taking the Pledge will receive funding from
COMO-CAL based on a predetermined formula (page 9).
c) COMO-CAL, with your input, will be the watch dog
making sure groups are doing what they’re supposed to be doing,
i.e. working together helping MH owners.
d) COMO-CAL will expose those groups that are not
transparent, open, publishing financial and member reports,
having meetings, etc.
e) COMO-CAL will continue to promote the Unity Plan.
Question: Doesn’t this give a lot of power to COMO-CAL?
Answer: No. First of all COMO-CAL has a Directive
to hold funds until a group takes the Pledge. So only a small
portion of money received by COMO-CAL will be available for
COMO-CAL to use (page 9). Only groups working for you will
be funded. Also the Pledge is already established, COMO-CAL
just administers it.
Question: Will we be updated?
Answer: Every month we will update progress. And each
new member COMO-CAL will receive a welcome letter, a
membership number, and the guarantee of a refund if there is no
progress toward our ultimate goal of uniting folks after the nine
month period.
Question: What about GSMOL and the lobbyist?
Answer: GSMOL is included in the predetermined distribution of
money. As soon as its Board of Directors take the Pledge, they will receive
funding. Also remember, GSMOL funds won’t dry up overnight. On the
other hand, GSMOL has shown it won’t take the Pledge.
GSMOL needs to be accountable. They should be open and
transparent, publish financial and member reports, work together with
other advocates, network, share, and be ethical just like any other group.
Only you can make it happen! You have the power. You wag the tail of
the dog, not visa versa.
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A Victory at Royal Western in Torrance
We have written about this lawsuit against Kort and Scott
/ Sierra Management a couple times in past issues. If you
remember, residents of Royal Western in Torrance had a long
list of complaints: Park Meters, Electrical System, Lighting of
Park Sign, Inside and Outer Walls, Temperature of Pool and
Spa, Clubhouse, Change Name of Park Sign, Clothes Line,
Water Fountain, Sewer System around homes, Sewer Back
Up, Trash Bills, Trash Containers, Streets, Driveways, Park
Maintenance of Vacant Lots and Common Areas, Management
to follows all laws of MRL, Park Rules & Regulation & Lease,
Management Violation of Civil Codes, Management Breach of
Contract/Lease and several others. The complaint is available
through MH Life Magazine upon request.
Our friend Paul Masminster (photo at right taken at
National Conference in 2010) and his group at Royal Western
have concluded their lawsuit against Kort and Scott / Sierra
Management. They were represented by the attorney group
Endemen, Lincoln, Turek and Heater (ELTH).
This has been the first time that provisions were put in a
settlement agreement against Kort and Scott by ELTH. Paul
made them do it and they were not happy about it. Now Paul
and his group can go back any time to court to file a motion
664.6 if they violate the settlement agreement.

The final settlement
amounted to about
$1,700,000. Of that,
Paul received $100,020.
Good going Paul!
The attorney ELTH
group typicall receives
40% ($680,000). The
lawsuit shows that
residents do have a
recourse against park
owners who fail to
maintain their parks. If this is happening in your park, contact
MH Life Magazine and we will put you in touch with Paul.
This is the second lawsuit won by Paul and residents at Royal
Western. The first one was settled for $1.4 Million. Why the
second lawsuit? Usually a lawsuit and settlement does not mean
the park owner will change his ways. Lawsuit damages are often
covered by insurance, so the park owner is essentially off the hook.
Paul wants to organize all Kort and Scott / Sierra Management
parks in California, so let us know if your on board with Paul.

Paul also distributes MH Life Magazine into several parks in
his area. Thank you Paul.

The Pastor’s Ass
A Pastor entered his donkey in a race and it won. The Pastor
was so pleased with the donkey that he entered it in the race
again, and it won again. The local paper read: PASTOR’S ASS
OUT FRONT.
The Bishop was so upset with
this kind of publicity that he
ordered the Pastor not to enter
the donkey in another race.. The
next day, the local paper headline
read: BISHOP SCRATCHES
PASTOR’S ASS.

This was too much for the Bishop, so he ordered the nun to
buy back the donkey and lead it to the plains where it could run
wild. The next day the headlines read: NUN ANNOUNCES
HER ASS IS WILD AND FREE.
The Bishop was buried the next day.
The moral of the story is .... Being
concerned about public opinion can
bring you much grief and misery. It can
even shorten your life... ..So be yourself
and enjoy life to the fullest. Stop
worrying about everyone else’s ass and
you’ll be a lot happier and live longer!

This was too much for the
Bishop, so he ordered the Pastor
to get rid of the donkey..The
Pastor decided to give it to a Nun
in a nearby Convent..The local
paper, hearing of the news, posted
the following headline the next
day: NUN HAS BEST ASS IN
TOWN.

Have a nice day! And remember ...
sharing is caring!
Editor’s Note:
My friends
Chuck Z. and Lou J. suggested the
“entertainment” aspect of MH Life
Magazine continue.
The humor
presented is compliments of my good
friend Andre D. who routinely sends
me tid-bits of humor, interesting
photos, etc. I hope you enjoy this
addition to the magazine.

The Bishop fainted! He
informed the Nun that she would
have to get rid of the donkey, so
she sold it to a farmer for $10.
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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A Chidren’s Story with an Adult Message
I’ve been told readers get tired of advocacy all the time and
want a little humor (Thanks Lou). Perhaps I’ve reverted back to
my second childhood, but I was looking around for something
that dealt with possessiveness and a message that if we just work
together, we can accomplish much more and be happier. So
here goes, I hope you enjoy:
The children’s picture book It’s Mine! by Leo Lionni, is
about three frogs named Milton, Rupert, and Lydia. It carries a
significant message for all of us:

In the middle of Rainbow Pond, there was a small
island. Smooth pebbles lined its beaches and it was
covered with ferns and with leafy weeds. On the island
lived 3 quarrelsome
frogs named
Milton,
Rupert and Lydia.
They quarreled and
quibbled all day long.
Milton thought all
the water belonged to
him. He always said
“The water is mine!”
He wouldn’t let anyone
else use the pond.

It’s Mine
Not
Yours!

But look. The large rock that had saved them was no
rock at all. “You saved us” shouted the frogs when they
recognized the toad.
The next morning the water had cleared, sun rays chased
silver minnows on the sandy bottom of the pond, joyfully
the frogs jumped in and side
by side they swam all around
the island.

It’s
Mine!

Together they leaped after
the swarms of butterflies that
filled the air and later when
they rested in the weeds they
felt happy in a way they had
never been before.
“Isn’t it peaceful” said
Milton

Rupert thought the
island belonged to
him. He always said
“The land is mine!”
He wouldn’t let anyone
play on the island.

“And isn’t it beautiful” said
Ruphert
“And you know what else”
said Lydia, “No what?” the
others asked. “It’s ours!”

Lydia thought the air belonged to her. She always said
“The air is mine!” She didn’t want to share with anyone
else.
And so it went.
One day a large toad appeared before them. “I live on
the other side of the island,” he said, “but I can hear you
shouting It’s Mine! It’s Mine! It’s mine all day long. There
is no peace because of your endless bickering. You can’t
go on like this.” With that the toad slowly turned around
and hopped away through the weeds.
No sooner had he left than Milton ran off with a
large worm, the others hopped after him. “Worms are for
everyone” they cried, but Milton croaked defiantly, “not
this one. Its mine!”
Suddenly the sky darkened and a rumble of distant
thunder circled the island. Rain filled the air and the
water turned to mud. The island grew smaller and
smaller as it was engulfed by the rising flood. The frogs
were scared.
Manufactured-Home Life - California

Desperately they clung to the few slippery stones that
rose above the wild dark water. But soon these too began
to disappear. There was only one rock left. And the frogs
huddled trembling from the cold and fright, but they felt
better now that they were together, sharing the same fears
and hopes. Little by little the flood subsided. The rain fell
gently then stopped altogether.
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Watch the video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g
4kdiOcvdvE

It Applies to All Of Us
The stories message applies to all of us. Whether we like it
or not, everyone living in a rental park in California shares a
common bond. We all face the same challenges and there is no
one out there helping us. Our only hope is to unite, circle our
wagons, and come up with solutions to our many problems.
We can accomplish much more if we work together, for a
common goal. And we can be happier, more peaceful about it.
Every MH owner is part of a community - a park community, a
local community, a regional community and a state community.
Under the Unity Plan, everyone will have a voice and for the
first time in a long time, we believe there is hope. You are NOT
ALONE!
No more “It’s Mine.” Now “It’s Our’s.” One success is everyones success. We’re all in this together, let’s make the most of
it. Happy New Year. God Bless Us All.
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MH Life This & That

When You Join COMO-CAL

Distributors

Your COMO-CAL membership, although just $25, will help
persuade other advocates to sign the Pledge, be ethical and work
with others. That’s our #1 goal and that’s huge!

Those park residents that distribute the magazine are our
life blood. Without their volunteer services there would be no
magazine. If you see them, please give them a thank you!
Please think about volunteering to help out with the distribution. Please call Frank at 818-886-6479 and say you’d be happy
to help out. Your friends and neighbors will really appreciate
your service to them.

Realtors Helping Distribute
We want to thank Tower Real Estate for their help distributing the magazine in Ventura County. Instead of a key chain or
magnetic business card, RE agents are door knocking with a
copy of MH Life Magazine. A win-win for both of us.
If you’re a RE agent in your area, get on board and help us
get MH Life Magazine out to park residents. Just call Frank at
818-886-6479.

Our Handbook of Frequently Asked Questions
The “Handbook” was actually compiled by the Select
Committee on Manufactured Homes and Communities.
We thank Stephanie Reid, Senator Richard Roth and other
committee members for the opportunity to publish it and offer
it to our readers. It is an invaluable tool, a reference which
should be consulted whenever an issue comes up. See a list of
topics in the December issue of MH Life.
Now you can receive it FREE by subscribing to MH Life
Magazine. Just subscribe (next page) and you will receive the
36 page Handbook FREE by first class mail plus one issue of
MH Life Magazine per month for the next 12 months! Such
a bargain.

Words of Wisdom
A few days ago we got a call from a delightful lady who lives
in Chula Vista. Loretta is 93, plays the piano and distributes
magazines to most of her park. She said she gets along with
most people because she is willing to give a little, so that the
other person can give a little also. Words to live by, Loretta!

Anonymous Supporter & Donor
As we’ve said in every magazine, we need your donations to
keep publishing. In 2014, donations have amounted to about
2.5 cents a magazine, only a small percentage of our costs to
print and distribute the magazine.
We are happy to announce the receipt of a generous gift from
a wonderful MH owner and reader. Without this donation,
you probably wouldn’t have received a magazine this month.
Please support us with your donations!
Manufactured-Home Life - California
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What else can you expect from COMO-CAL?
•

12 issues of MH Life Magazine, either via the normal
door to door distribution or via mail (USPS).

•

A welcome letter acknowledging your membership

•

A membership number, which you can use when
communicating with us.

•

Be assured we will respond to your requests as per our
Pledge. We will work to serve you. We will promote the
Unity Plan and we will be open and transparent.

•

You can expect monthly updates on our progress.

•

Remember, if you sit back and do not join, nothing will
happen. At that point, you become part of the problem.
We simply can’t carry out our mandate without your
financial support.

•

If you can’t afford $25 all at once, send what you can.
We will work with you. Money shouldn’t be a factor.
If you believe advocates should be open, honest and
transparent, you will support COMO-CAL.

•

We will work on such issues as: enforcement, senior
abuse, interference of sales, resident ownership, etc.

•

We will enable you to form study groups on various
issues (a Kort & Scott / Sierra Management group, a
group on resident ownership, etc.)

•

Remember, Frank ran COMO-CAL successfully for
seven years. Many have already expressed their gratitude
that COMO-CAL is again up and running.

•

We are sure you noticed that $7 of each membership will
go to MH Life Magazine. It only makes sense. Magazine
expenses are greater than any other item, even a lobbyist.
And communication is the life blood of this movement.

MDS MANUFACTURED &
MOBILEHOME SALES
MARTELE SPATARO, OWNER

707-291-1891

~Specializing in 55+ & All Age Communities
in Sonoma County since 2003~
www.MarteleSellsMobiles.com
CA Manufactured Housing Dealer DL1253955
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The MH Life Pledge

The COMO-CAL Pledge

We will continue our work, dedicated to improving your
lifestyle and protecting your equity. You are our #1 goal. We
will continue to be:

1. Pledge to be open and transparent.
2. Pledge to publish quarterly financial and membership
reports.

•

Honest

•

Worthy of your trust

•

Work with integrity

•

Put your welfare before anything else

•

Transparent and open

4. Pledge to share, network, brainstorm and communicate
with all others in our state-wide community.

•

Provide you the best possible information to enable you to
protect yourself (we can’t do it for you, sorry)

5. Pledge to be responsive, i.e. respond within 24 hours to
emails, or phone calls, and within 7 days to letters.

•

We will continue to work to organize MH owners

6. Pledge to be accountable for COMO-CAL’s actions.

•

We will continue to brainstorm and think outside the box

7. Pledge to support the new Unity Plan.

•

We will help you network with other MH owners, other
parks, other local and regional groups.

•

We will continue to pressure our law makers for enforcement

8. Work hand in hand with MH Life to bring positive
change to advocacy in California and to better serve MH
owners.

•

We will continue to expose unethical behavior

•

We will work ethically and will pressure other advocates to
sign the Pledge.

3. Pledge to have at least quarterly meetings. Meetings may
be via the internet if necessary. We will publish meeting
notes.

9. Offer members a refund if there is no progress towards
unity, teamwork and ethics within 9 months (upon
request).

I Support The Reorganization Plan & COMO-CAL
NAME:____________________________________________________Date:__________________
PHONE #:_____________________________PARK NAME:______________________________
MAILING ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________
E-MAIL:_______________________________________________________________________
SPACE #__________CITY:________________________________ ZIP:_____________________

		

Annual Membership in COMO-CAL ($25/year):

$_______

I support MH Life & COMO-CAL. I want to donate:

$_______

Annual Subscription to MH Life Magazine ($15/year):

$_______

I will help run a Regional Org. in my area - I will call Frank @ 818-886-6479.
I will volunteer to help out, I will deliver magazines in my park
Yes, I want to receive a FAQ Handbook (a $6 value), FREE with my membership
COMO-CAL Checks Payable to “COMO-CAL”

MH Life Checks Payable to “Mobilehome Magazine”

MAIL TO: Mobilehome Magazine, P.O. BOX 3774 , Chatsworth, CA. 91313

1/2015

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

Manufactured-Home Life - California
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MOBILE HOME

offer
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INSURANCE

code

LOw RAtES!
LOCAL SERVICE!

VISA
MASTERCARD
DISCOVER
PAYMENT PLANS

Se Habla Espanol!

DISCOUNT for Combining
Mobile Home and AUTO
Insurance!

q Fire
q Wind
q Liability
q Tornado
q Smoke Damage
q Medical Payments

q Replacement Cost Mobile Home
q Replacement Cost Contents
q Falling Objects
q Workers' Comp.
q Lightning
q Theft
q Water Damage
q Explosion
q Vandalism
q Hail

Coverage available to $400,000!

YOUR CHOICE:

• Replacement Cost Mobile Home
NEW
• Stated Value Coverage
Low Cost
• Cash Value Coverage
FLOOD INSURANCE
• Discounts for Home and AUTO
Hughes West-Brook is your Mobile Home Insurance Specialist.
With us, Mobilehome insurance isn't a sideline. It's all we do. Give us a call!

HUGHES WEST-BROOK
Fountain Valley, California

(800) 660-0204
www.hwbins.com
LIC#0782241

sales@hwbins.com

HWB
Insuring your home for

40 Years

Family Owned Since 1973

© 2014 Hughes West-Brook, Inc. All Rights Reserved

